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Abstract
Industries encourage the use of low-cost compact and easily controllable equipment’s to implement
automation due to the lack of skilled labors and low productivity. This demands the need for more
efficient and affordable novel mechanisms and processes. In this paper, the kinematic analysis of a 3PPSS (P—prismatic joint, S- spherical joint) parallel manipulator having an equilateral mobile platform
is explained. The Kinematic analysis is done using the Modified Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) modelling
technique. The inverse kinematic equations are further solved using Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm
to obtain an exact solution for the joint variables corresponding to an instantaneous pose of the end
effector. Static structural analysis is done using ANSYS software to determine the deformations and
stresses induced. Optimum dimensions are chosen for the manipulator based on this analysis. Finally,
an ARDUINO based control is implemented to manipulate the mobile platform by controlling the
active prismatic joints.
Keywords: Denavit-hartenberg (DH) modelling, dimensional synthesis, forward kinematics, parallel
manipulator, static structural analysis

1. Introduction
Parallel manipulators are mechanisms having links connected to form closed loop chains.
There are many recent developments in the field of parallel manipulators compared to serial
manipulators. Higher rigidity, stiffer structure and the ability to carry larger payloads are the
major attractions of parallel manipulators. These mechanisms are now gaining interests in
industries, medical fields, space centers, etc. The development of parallel mechanisms can be
traced back to the ’40s. At the time Gough [1] designed the tyre testing machine using a
parallel mechanism. Thereafter, different designs for parallel robots came up for various
applications. It is desired to have simple and lighter weight designs since the energy
consumptions can be reduced, control made easier and achieve faster motions. Merlet [2]
solved the forward kinematics for the Gough mechanism numerically using interval analysis
method. The Stewart platform is a modified form of Gough mechanism, popularly known as
Gough-Stewart mechanism which is used for flight or other vehicle simulations. Domagoj
and Budin [3] analysed both the forward and inverse kinematics for the Gough-Stewart
mechanism. The author formulated the inverse kinematic equations of the robot
geometrically. Wang [4] explained the direct numerical solution to the forward and inverse
kinematics of the Gough-Stewart platform.
The author derived a linear relationship between the small changes in the joint variables and
the resulting small motions in the platform. This method cannot be used in general for
solving kinematics of all parallel manipulators. Feng et al. [5] explained the inverse
kinematics of a 5 DoF parallel manipulator which consists of five legs connecting the
moving platform and the fixed platform. The fifth limb has two passive universal joints that
restrict the rotational motion of the platform. The remaining four legs have one active sliding
joint, a passive spherical and universal joints at each end respectively. The author solved the
complete kinematics of the mechanism using a geometrical approach. The difficulties
involved in controlling the universal joint in the mechanism makes it less suitable for many
applications. Zhang et al. [6] explained the kinematics and dynamics of a parallel manipulator
having 3 DoF. The author used cylindrical coordinates to describe the position and
orientation of the moving platform. The mechanism is modelled dynamically using the
Lagrangian formulation. However, the complex nature of the embedded mechanism makes it
less suitable for many applications. Zhengsheng et al. [7] developed the closed form dynamic
model of a parallel manipulator using the Lagrangian formulation with Lagrangian
multipliers. The mechanism considered is a simple 2 DoF parallel manipulator.
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The author incorporated the effect of flexible motions
happening in linkages during working into the mathematical
model. The Lagrangian multiplier for the mechanism is
defined using two holonomic constraints present within the
geometry. The author also proposed a composite control
scheme for the trajectory planning of the end effector. Leroy
et al. [8] introduced a 3 DoF parallel manipulator for medical
applications. The dynamic equations for each leg are written
separately and finally coupled together using suitable
constraints. Each leg is approximated as a serial
manipulator. The constraints are reintroduced into the model
by the use of Lagrangian multipliers. Pedrammehr et al. [9]
developed a 6 DoF parallel manipulator called Hexarot.
Hexarot robot comprises of six arms which is collectively
connected to the triangular platform. The mechanism is
modelled kinematically in terms of Euler angles. The
mechanism is modelled dynamically using the NewtonEuler approach and verified using ADAMS. The author
presented a simulation study for defined joint motions and
correspondingly compared the results obtained from the
dynamic model and ADAMS. Chablat et al. [10] explained
the inverse kinematics and dynamics of an orthoglide
parallel robot which is designed for highly precise
applications. The mechanism has three DoF and the inverse
kinematics is solved using the geometrical approach. The
mechanism is modelled dynamically using the principle of
virtual work. Mario et al. [11] proposed a planar parallel
mechanism and used screw theory approach to obtain the
kinematic equations. The author has not detailed on the
synthesis of the mechanism and the optimisation of the work
volume. Dimensional synthesis is done to determine the link
dimensions for the mechanism corresponding to maximum
work volume. Liao et al. [12] developed a 3 DoF RRR
robotic mechanism for pick and place operations. The
inverse kinematics and workspace for the mechanism are
analysed using geometrical approach. The optimum design
for the mechanism is explained considering the objective to
maximize the work volume. Li and Xu [13] modelled the 3PRS parallel manipulator. The mechanism is modelled
kinematically using the screw theory and further used to plot
the workspace. The authors have derived the Jacobian
matrix for the mechanism to analyse the velocity variations
of the end effector considering suitable geometrical
constraints. Calin et al. [14] developed a six DoF parallel
robot called HEXA. The author introduced a new control
architecture that is directly implemented into the robot PLC
to permit real-time control. The HEXA robot prototype is

tested to illustrate the performance of the robot and its
control system.
Despite extensive researches happening in the field of
parallel mechanisms, most mechanisms have limited
workspace, complicated architecture, difficulties in solving
forward kinematics, etc. It is seen in many literatures that
either geometric or screw theory approaches are used to
obtain the kinematic model of the mechanism. Solving for
the direct kinematics by these approaches is tougher and
difficult to understand because of the complexities involved
in the method. Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) modelling
technique is widely used in obtaining the kinematic model
for serial manipulators. However, the use of DH modelling
technique in parallel spatial mechanisms is seldom used.
Therefore, in this paper, the novel 3-PPSS parallel
mechanism is modelled using the modified DH technique by
considering suitable holonomic constraints present within
the architecture. This method is more direct, straight
forward and easy to apply in any parallel mechanisms for
solving the forward and inverse kinematics. The closed
mechanism is opened and then modelled individually using
the conventional DH technique. The individual legs are then
finally coupled together to account for the closed parallel
mechanism. The Levenberg – Marquardt Algorithm is used
to solve for the inverse kinematics numerically. The
optimised dimensions for the critical parts of the
manipulator is determined from the static structural analysis
done using ANSYS.
2. Conceptual design of 3-ppss manipulator
The CAD model of the proposed mechanism is shown in
Fig. 1. The three legs are coupled together at the equilateral
triangle shaped mobile platform. Modified Grübler–
Kutzbach criterion is used to determine the number of DoF
for the mechanism theoretically. According to this criterion,
(1)
where ‘b’ is the number of DoF in three-dimensional space,
‘n’ is the number of elements, ‘g’ is the number of joints,
‘fi’ is the number of DoF of the ith joint, ‘fid’ is the number
of identical DoF at each joint and ‘s’ is the number of
passive joints. The value of ‘b’ for spatial mechanisms is 6.
The values of ‘n’, ‘g’ and ‘s’ for the 3-PPSS mechanism are
11, 12 and six respectively. The values of fi and fid are
given in table 1. On substituting the above values into
equation. 1, the number of DoF for the mechanism is
computed theoretically as 6.

Table 1: fi and fid values for the 3-PPSS mechanism
Joint
Prismatic joint (Vertical)
Prismatic joint (Horizontal)
Upper spherical joint
Lower spherical joint

1
1
3
3

0
0
2
2

(for one leg)
1
1
1
1
12
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(for three legs)
3
3
3
3
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Fig 1: CAD model of the 3-PPSS parallel manipulator with an equilateral triangular mobile platform

3. Kinematic modelling using modified DH method
The kinematic analysis for the 3-PPSS manipulator is done
using the modified DH method. DH method is a wellestablished method to model serial manipulators. This
method is easier to understand and apply in mechanisms to
derive relations for the final pose of the moving platform.
However, in case of parallel mechanisms a suitable coupling
equation must be incorporated to account for the closed
configuration of the mechanism. Initially, the closed
mechanism is split into individual open chains and the DH

algorithm is applied to each leg to get the end effector pose.
Poses of three PSS individual legs are coupled together
using geometric constraints to obtain the inverse kinematics
of the closed chain. Let ‘O2’ be the global frame with which
the position of the end effector is to be determined. The
final pose obtained by this method will include all active
and passive joint variables in the mathematical expression
unlike the case derived from other modelling techniques.
The end effector platform is an equilateral triangle as
depicted in Fig. 2.

Fig 2: Equilateral shaped triangular mobile platform

Poses of (1), (2) and (3) respectively from O1, O2 and O3
are the same because of similar geometry. Hence, the frame
assignment is common to all individual legs. The frame
assignment of a single leg is as shown in Fig. 3. Each of the

spherical joints are modelled as a combination of three
revolute joints having the same origin. Finally, the end
effector pose of all three legs is determined with respect to
the global frame O2.

~ 20 ~
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Fig 3: DH Frame assignment for a single leg

The DH parameters assigned between two consecutive
frames are listed in table 2 and is substituted into the
standard transformation matrix to obtain relations between
the frames. The pose of the eighth frame from the zeroth
frame for each leg is derived from the following
relationship,

Effector tip from global frame O2 for the middle leg is
obtained as follows,

(3)
Table 2: DH Parameter table for a single leg
Link
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

(degree)
0
0

d

0
0
0
0

a
0
0
0
0
a
0

(degree)
90
90
90

0
0

0
0

90
0

(5)
Inverse kinematics deals with the determination of the joint
variables corresponding to the known pose of the mobile
platform. In the previous section, the pose of the end
effector tip is determined separately from the global frame
O2 assuming each leg to be individual serial chains. This
implies that equations (3), (4) and (5) can be equated to the
desired pose matrix to couple the three legs and obtain the
closed form inverse kinematic solution for the 3-PPSS
manipulator. The 3-PPSS manipulator consists of 24
variables in total. Holonomic constraints present within the
geometry is used to account for the other set of six
equations. These equations couple the three legs in the
mathematical model which is represented in equations 6 and
7.

90
90

(6)

90

Similarly, the pose of end effector tip from the global frame
O2 along the left and right legs are given by equations 4 and
5 respectively.
(4)

(7)
Frame {8} represents the last frame at the spherical joint on
the mobile platform. It is desired to obtain the pose of the
end effector tip from O2. Therefore, an additional frame {9}
is assigned at the tip of the end effector. The pose of the end
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Table 3: ANSYS simulation results
S. No.

Component

Material

1
2

Platform
Connecting link

Stainless steel
Stainless steel

3

Slider

Nylon 6,6

4

Horizontal link

Stainless steel
+ Nylon 6,6

5

Frame

Mild steel

Dimensions (in m)
Before optimization
After optimization
Thickness =0.02
Thickness =0.01
Diameter =0.006
Diameter = 0.008
Width =0.06
Width =0.04
Height =0.05
Height =0.04
Width =0.075
Width =0.06
Height =0.075
Height =0.055
Rod diameter =0.015
Rod diameter =0.012
0.04 x 0.04 x 0.004
0.032 x 0.032 x 0.0026
Rod diameter= 0.015
Rod diameter= 0.012

Where ‘SUX’ and ‘SLX’ represents the upper and lower
spherical joints in the mechanism, ‘k’ is the length of side of
the mobile platform and ‘a’ is the length of the connecting
link. Iterative Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm (LMA) is
used to solve the set of 24 non-linear equations. The LMA is
a curve fitting method that adaptively varies the parameter
updates between Gradient descent method and the GaussNewton method [16]. In this method, the set of equations are
represented as ‘f(x) = 0’, where x represents all the joint
variables, x= [x1 x2 x3…x24] T. The objective function of
this algorithm is to minimise the RHS and approach to zero.
The algorithm stops either when the RHS lies between 0 and
0.01or when the iteration number reaches the maximum
(Kmax) assigned. The algorithm will return the values of x
during the last iteration as the solution when either of the
above conditions comes first.
4. Static structural analysis using ansys workbench 18.2
The static structural analysis is done to compute the effects
of static loading conditions on the robot structure. It is done
to determine the maximum deformation and stress-induced
at extreme loading conditions on the robotic mechanism.
The simulation results can be further used to identify the
weaker parts and make the necessary modifications to avoid
the failure of the mechanism. The optimum dimensions for
every component are determined on specifying the
maximum and minimum limits possible. The optimised
dimension is chosen to correspond to the dimension having
the least stresses and deformations induced within the
mechanism. Table 3 shows the simulation results of every
component and their corresponding dimensions before and
after optimisation. The materials are assigned accordingly
from the material library available in the ANSYS. The
analysis is done by applying a static load of 50 N at the
centre of the moving platform. The corresponding
deflections induced in the system is determined by the
simulation study. The dimensions of individual parts like

Equivalent
stress (MPa)
30.892
65.541

Total deformation
(mm)
0.01182
0.071569

39.243

0.010813

56.774

0.16353

36.361

0.01366

the smooth shafts, lead screws, etc. are changed accordingly
to avoid excessive bending or deflections.
Excessive deflections can interfere into the smooth motions
of the sliders along the linear smooth shafts. Fig. 4 (a), (b)
and (c) show the maximum stress and deformations induced
in the critical parts of the mechanism. The maximum
deflection induced in the rod of the horizontal link is
0.16353 x 10-3m. The horizontal link consists of three guide
rods made of stainless steel and two end mounts made of
Nylon 6, 6. This deflection on the rod does not hinder the
motion of the sliders. The deflections induced at all other
parts is small and is within safer limits. The analysis is done
when the moving platform is in the exact middle. At this
position, the deflection acting on the horizontal link is
maximum. The maximum stress (von-mises) induced for the
same load and position is 65.541 MPa acting on the
connecting link. The link dimensions obtained from the
optimisation based on strength is further used to construct
the prototype of the mechanism.
5. Arduino based control of the parallel manipulator
The 3-PPSS parallel manipulator consists of six motors to
be controlled independently for manipulating the mobile
platform. An ARDUINO MEGA 2563 is used to enable the
automation of the parallel manipulator for a desired path of
the end effector tip. The DRV-8825 motor drivers are used
to bridge between the ARDUINO and the individual motors
with the power supply. The user defines the path to be
followed by the end effector via the MATLAB interface in
laptop connected to the system. The end effector tracks the
trajectory based on the inverse kinematics. The slider
distances obtained from inverse kinematics for every instant
is further used to calculate the angular rotations necessary
for each motor using the following equation,

~ 22 ~
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig 4: Stresses and Deformations induced in the horizontal link, connecting link and frame after optimization
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where ‘p’ is the pitch of the lead screw and ∆Li is the slider
displacement for each leg. The angular rotations calculated
is then given as input to the ARDUINO to control each

motor. The schematic diagram of the control flow diagram
is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig 5: Control flow diagram for automation

6. Results and Discussion
A novel 3-PPSS parallel manipulator is proposed in this
paper. The kinematic modeling using modified DH
representation and Static structural analysis using ANSYS
workbench is explained. The proposed design is simple
which has six active prismatic joints and six passive
spherical joints. Initially, the mechanism is modelled using
DH parameters for each leg and suitable coupling equations
are used to incorporate the closed form architecture of the
parallel mechanism. The workspace can be plotted using the
forward kinematic relations obtained from the DH model.
The static structural analysis is done to determine the
optimum link dimensions to withstand the loads and stresses
acting on the device. The maximum deflection induced for a
load of 50 N is 0.16353 x 10-3m on the horizontal link and
maximum stress induced is 65.541 MPa acting on the
connecting link. Both the values are within safe limits and
therefore be considered for actual fabrication.

3.

7. Conclusion and outlook of work
The proposed 3-PPSS mechanism is suitable for different
applications such as pick and place operation, electronic
assembly, machining and service industries, etc. Optimum
design for the mechanism is introduced for the applications
mentioned above. All the active and passive joints are
considered in the complete modelling of the robot. The
static structural analysis gives static failure analysis for the
critical parts within the mechanism. This mechanism can
also be effectively used for health care applications such as
scanning, physiotherapy, medical applications, etc. by
changing the upper and lower bounds of the link dimensions
and using suitable end effector. Dynamic modeling is to be
done to determine the joint forces and torques acting.
Actuator selection and controller design can be done based
on this dynamic model. By incorporating suitable actuators
at the active joints, sensors and controller, the mechanism
can be made autonomous for various applications.
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